PURELL® High-Capacity Wipes Refill
Loading and Replacement Instructions

Please read all instructions carefully before loading a dispenser or stand.

Replace Nozzle

Find the lid lip, then pull and lift to open lid.

Push nozzle from the top. At the same time, turn nozzle 90° until the notches line up and it disengages. Pull nozzle from the top.

With lid still open, place new nozzle in the hole from the top. Turn nozzle underneath until you feel a click and it locks into place.

Open Wipes Refill Pouch

Locate tear-notch on side of pouch.

Tear straight across to open. Do not remove wipes roll from pouch.

Pull first wipe from center of roll up through opening.

Place in Dispensing Unit

Thread first wipe through dispensing nozzle in lid of floor stand using the threading tool (if included).

Thread first wipe through dispensing nozzle in top of wall-mounted dispenser using the threading tool (if included).